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Abstract. Interaction networks consist of a static graph with a time-
stamped list of edges over which interaction took place. Examples of
interaction networks are social networks whose users interact with each
other through messages or location-based social networks where peo-
ple interact by checking in to locations. Previous work on finding influ-
ential nodes in such networks mainly concentrate on the static struc-
ture imposed by the interactions or are based on fixed models for which
parameters are learned using the interactions. In two recent works, how-
ever, we proposed an alternative activity data driven approach based on
the identification of influence propagation patterns. In the first work,
we identify so-called information-channels to model potential pathways
for information spread, while the second work exploits how users in a
location-based social network check in to locations in order to identify
influential locations. To make our algorithms scalable, approximate ver-
sions based on sketching techniques from the data streams domain have
been developed. Experiments show that in this way it is possible to effi-
ciently find good seed sets for influence propagation in social networks.

1 Introduction

Understanding how information propagates in a network has a broad range of
applications like viral marketing [6], epidemiology and outdoor marketing [7].
For example, imagine a computer games company that has budget to hand
out samples of their new product to 50 gamers, and want to do so in a way
that achieves maximal exposure. In that situation the company would like to
target those customers that have maximal influence on social media. For this
purpose they monitor interactions between gamers, and learn from these inter-
actions which ones are the most influential. Notice that for the company it is
also important that the selected people are not only influential, but that their
combined influence should be maximal; selecting 50 highly influential gamers
in the same sub-community is likely less effective than targeting less influen-
tial users but from different communities. This example is a typical instance of
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the Influence maximization problem [6]. The common ingredients of an influence
maximization problem are: a graph in which the nodes represent users of a social
network, an information propagation model, and a target number of seed nodes
that need to be identified such that they jointly maximize the influence spread
in the network under the given propagation model.

Earlier works in this area studied different propagation models, such as linear
threshold (LT) or independent cascade (IC) models [3], the complexity of the
influence maximization problem under these models, and efficient heuristic algo-
rithms. For instance, Kempe et al. [3] proved that the influence maximization
problem under the LT and IC models is NP-hard and they provided a greedy
algorithm to select seed sets using maximum marginal gain. As the model was
based on Monte Carlo simulations it was not very scalable for large graphs.

A critical issue in the application of influence maximization algorithms is that
of selecting the right propagation model. Most of these propagation models rely
on parameters such as the influence a user exerts on his/her neighbors. Therefore,
a second important line of work deals with learning these parameters based on
observations. For instance, in a social network we could observe that user a liking
a post is often followed by user b, who is friend of a, liking the same post. In
such a case it is plausible that user a has a high influence on user b, and hence
that the parameter expressing the influence of a on b should get a high value.
The parameter learning problem is hence, based on a record of activities in the
network, estimate the most likely parameter setting for explaining the observed
propagation. The resulting optimized model can then be used to address the
problem of selecting the best seed nodes. Goyal et al. [2] proposed the first
such data based approach to find influential users in a social network. They
estimate the influence probability of one user on his/her friend by observing all
the different activities the friend follows in a given time window divided by total
number of activities done by the user.

All these works share one property: they are based on models and if activity
data is used, it is only indirectly to estimate model parameters. Recently, how-
ever, new, model-independent and purely data-driven methods have emerged.
Our two papers, [7] published at WSDM and [4] published at EDBT should be
placed in this category of data-based approaches.

2 Data-Driven Information Maximization

In [4] we proposed a new time constrained model to consider real interaction
data to identify influence of every node in an interaction network [5]. The cen-
tral idea in our approach is to mine frequent information channels between
different nodes and use the presence of an information channel as an indica-
tion of possible influence among the nodes. An information channel(ic(u, v)) is
a sequence of interactions between nodes u and v forming a path in the net-
work which respects the time order. As such, an information channel represents
a potential way information could have flown in the interaction network. An
interaction could be bidirectional, for instance a chat or call between two users
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where information flows in both directions, or uni-directional where information
flows from one user to another, for example in an email interaction or a re-tweet.

Fig. 1. Information channels
between different nodes in the
network. Every node is a user in
a social network and the edges
represents an interaction between
users.

Figure 1 illustrates the notion of an infor-
mation channel. There are interactions from
user a → b and c → e at 9 AM, from b → d
and b → c at 9:05 AM and d → f at 9:10
AM. These interactions form an interaction
network. There is an information channel
a → c via the temporal path a → b → c but
there is no information channel from a �→ e
as there is no time respecting path from a
to e. We define the duration(dur(ic(u, v)))
of an information channel as the time differ-
ence of the first and last interaction on the
information channel. For example, the dura-
tion of the information channel a → b → c
is 10 min. There could be multiple information channels of different durations
between two nodes in a network. The intuition of the information channel notion
is that node u could only have sent information to node v if there exists a time
respecting series of interactions connecting these two nodes. Therefore, nodes
that can reach many other nodes through information channels are more likely
to influence other nodes than nodes that have information channels to only few
nodes. This notion is captured by the influence reachability set. The Influence
reachability set (IRS) σ(u) of a node u in a network G(V, E) is defined as the set
of all the nodes to which u has an information channel.

In [4] we presented a one-pass algorithm to find the IRS of all nodes in an
interaction network. We developed a time-window based HyperLogLog sketch [1]
to compactly store the IRS of all the nodes and provided a greedy algorithm to
do influence maximization.

3 Finding Influential Locations
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Fig. 2. Running example of a
LBSN [7]. Nodes in the graph are
the locations visited by users a–
h. Edges are the movement of
user between locations in a time
window.

Outdoor marketing can also benefit from the
same data based approach to maximize influ-
ence spread [7]. Recently, with the pervasive-
ness of location-aware devices, social network
data is often complemented with geographi-
cal information, known as location-based social
networks (LBSNs). In [7] we study naviga-
tion patterns of users based on LBSN data to
determine influence of a location on another
location. Using the LBSN data we construct
an interaction graph with nodes as locations
and the edges representing the users traveling
between locations. For example, in Fig. 2 there
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is an edge from location T1 to T2 due to users a and f visiting both locations
within one trip.

We define the influence of a location by its capacity to spread its visitors to
other locations. The intuition behind this definition is that good locations to seed
with messages such as outdoor marketing promotions, are locations from which
its visitors go to many other locations thus spreading the message. Thus, location
influence indirectly captures the capability of a location to spread a message to
other geographical regions. For example, if a company wants to distribute free t-
shirts to promote some media campaign in a city, it would get maximum exposure
by selecting neighborhoods such that the visitors of these neighborhood spread
to maximum other neighborhoods in the city. In [7] we provide an exact on-line
algorithm and a more memory-efficient but approximate variant based on the
HyperLogLog sketch to maintain a data structure called Influence Oracle that
allows to greedily find a set of influential locations.

4 Conclusion

In both of our works, through simulation experiments, we have shown that the
data driven approach is quite accurate in modeling influence spread in the net-
work. We also used time window based variations of the HyperLogLog sketch as
an alternative to capture the influence set of every node in the network enabling
us to scale our algorithms to very high data volumes.
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